
PRODUCT: BRAND: PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: BEST FOR: HOW TO USE IT: WHY WE LOVE IT: PRODUCT TYPE:

Malibu C
Hard Water Wellness 

Shampoo

Those washing 

with hard water

Work a dab into wet hair, lather well and 

rinse thoroughly.

100% vegan and sulfate-free, it removes 

residual minerals left behind by hard 

water. Proteins strengthen and nourish 

hair.

Cleansing shampoo

Malibu C
Hard Water Wellness 

Conditioner

Those washing 

with hard water

Smooth through and leave in for a 

minute or two. Rinse thoroughly

100% vegan and shields hair from 

damage and discoloration caused by hard 

water! Proteins strengthen and nourish 

hair.

Strength & Moisture

ouidad Mongongo Oil Curly hair
Apply to towel dried hair or can be used 

as a finishing product.

SMELLS so GOOD!  Leaves the hair soft 

and shiny.
spray

Ouidad
Moisture Lock Leave-in 

Conditioner

Hair types seeking 

hydration.

Apply dollop to hands, emulsify and work 

through mid-lengths + ends. Do not 

rinse.

Prickly pear, Green tea, and Vitamin b5 

work together to provide both moisture 

and strength.

Creme
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Ouidad Curl Quencher Gel Dry, curly hair
Apply to clean towel dried hair or to 

damp hair to define curl.

Moisturizing gel that leaves softness to 

the hair.
gel

Ouidad
Vitacurl + Soft Defining 

Mousse
Curly hair Apply to damp hair before you diffuse.

Perfect curly mousse that gives just 

enough hold.
mousse

Ouidad

Advanced Climate 

Control Featherlight 

Styling Cream

Frizzy, curly hair

Apply to damp hair prior to diffusing or 

just letting the hair air dry. Can also be 

used on dry hair to help smooth and 

define curl.  

It's great for the Guest who wants their 

curls to be defined but doesn't want the 

crunch.  It locks out humidity and keeps 

the hair frizz free.

Creme  

Ouidad
Curl Last Flexible Hold 

Hairspray
Curly hair Spray into dry styled hair for hold.

Perfect buildable, flexible hold with 

humidity protections.
spray
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Ouidad

Coil Infusion 

Give A Boost Styling + 

Shaping Gel Cream

Tighter Curls + 

Coils

Apply to wet hair from roots to ends + 

style as desired.

Hybrid gel-cream provides the moisture 

known from a cream with the hold from a 

gel, never feeling crunchy.

Creme  

Ouidad

Coil Infusion Like New 

Gentle Clarifying 

Shampoo

Tighter Curls + 

Coils seeking deep 

cleansing

Emulsify a quarter sized amount 

between your palms and apply to wet 

hair. Lather, Rinse, Repeat.

This gentle yet effective shampoo uses 

plant-based ingredients to remove 

product buildup + effectively cleanse the 

scalp. (Shea butter, Acai extract, 

Grapeseed oil and Brazilian Buriti fruit 

oil.)

Shampoo

Ouidad
Coil Infusion Soft Stretch 

Priming Milk

Tighter Curls + 

Coils

Add this milk to your hands and apply to 

wet hair to use a primer. Apply to clean 

wet or dry hair before bed to use as a 

treatment.

Plant based emollients hydrate and 

moisturize strands to encourage 

definition. Shea Butter, Acai Extract, and 

Castor Oil protect the hair and extend 

style.

Creme

Ouidad
Coil Infusion Drink Up 

Cleansing Conditioner

Tighter Curls + 

Coils

Apply 1-2 pumps to wet hair massaging 

gently. Leave 2-5 minutes, comb through 

+ rinse.

Plant botanicals strengthen strands while 

moisturizing, providing high slip to 

cleanse + detangle in one step.

Conditioner 
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Ouidad
Coil Infusion Good Shape 

Defining Gel

Tighter Curls + 

Coils

Apply on clean wet hair. Apply more for 

tighter coils, and less for elongated hair. 

Style as usual.

High-Hold moisturizing formula without 

the flaky crunchy finish. Argon  + Black 

Castor oils nourish and aid in this 

versatile formula. Good for twist outs + 

Locs/Braids.

Gel

Ouidad
Coil Infusion Triple Treat 

Deep Conditioner 

Tighter Curls + 

Coils

Wet hair thoroughly with water, coat 

hair + comb through. Leave for 2 minutes 

+ Rinse

Avocado, Grapeseed + Black castor oils 

moisturize coils while Apple Cider Vinegar 

+ Peppermint relieves dry scalp.

Masque

Ouidad
Curl Shaper Out Of Thin 

(H)air Volumizing Jelly

Looser Wavy Curl 

Types

Apply nickel sized amount starting at 

roots and raking through to ends.

“Light as air” formula encourages curls 

and holds without weight.
Gel

Ouidad

Curl Shaper Good as New 

Moisture Restoring 

Shampoo

Looser Wavy Curl 

Types

Gently massage through wet hair from 

roots to tips. Rinse, follow with 

conditioner/cowash.

Gentle oil-based shampoo cleanses hair 

without stripping essential moisture.
Shampoo
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Ouidad
Curl Shaper Bounce Back 

Reactivating Mist

Looser Wavy Curl 

Types seeking 

refreshing

Spray on wet hair mid lengths-ends and 

comb through to use as a leave-in 

conditioner. Spray on dry hair in 

sweeping motions from roots to ends 

and scrunch to use as a refresher.

Brings curls back to life by adding 

moisture and definition.
Spray

Ouidad

Curl Shaper Memory 

Maker 3-in-1 Revitalizing 

Mist

Looser Wavy Curl 

Types

Apply to damp hair and comb through, 

then layer products as desired. Style. 

Apply on dry hair before bed to use as a 

treatment.

This duel-purpose product can be used 

multiple ways for optimal benefits!
Creme

Ouidad

Curl Shaper Double Duty 

Weightless Cleansing 

Conditioner

Looser Wavy Curl 

Types

Use in place of shampoo as normal or 

saturate hair with lukewarm water and 

apply to mid-lengths +ends and comb 

through. Rinse.

Featherlight formula gently cleanses oil + 

moisturizes in one step.
Conditioner

Ouidad

Curl Shaper Take Shape 

Plumping + Defining 

Cream

Coarse Looser 

Wavy Curl Types

Apply nickel sized amount to each 

section smoothing, raking, and 

scrunching. Air dry for loose curls or 

diffuse for tighter volumized curls.

Helps maintain perfect moisture balance 

for coarse thick textures but looser curls.
Creme
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Tri Areogel Areosol
Hair types seeking 

maximum hold.
Spray onto dry styled hair.

Micro-resins provide maximum hold and 

style memory without sacrificing 

touchability. 

Spray


